


Definition of Key Terms

Asylum - refugee status, eligibility for certain procedural rights and legal processes in a
foreign country

Mandates - legal documents passing certain orders.

Refugee - displaced person, typically who has crossed international borders with the inability
to return to their place of origin for fear of violence and/or persecution.

Persecution - hostility especially on the basis of ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation or
political beliefs.

Refoulement - When a country forces an asylum seek to return to a country where they are
in danger of persecution.

Signatory - A state that has signed an agreement such as a treaty.

NGO - Non Governmental Organization.

LEDC - Less Economically Developed Countries.

Introduction

Throughout history, millions of refugees have seeked asylum and tried to integrate

into the society of their new country. There have been many mandates put in place to

provide international protection and basic human rights for refugees, however the current

system is flawed, as many of these requirements are only encouraged, giving nations a lot of

leniency in regards to refugee intake and what rights they receive. This results in a lot of

issues for refugees, who are currently finding themselves with not as many rights as they

should have.
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Overview

‘Refugee Status’

Refugees are those who are no longer in their country, (crossing at least one border),

who face conflict or persecution on the basis of their beliefs or identity, and would not be

safe upon their return to their country. Those who have been victim to events such as natural

disasters, or generalised violence are unqualified for refugee status.

Current refugee rights

Across the world. The rights that refugees have differ, however there are main points

that are present in most states; Refoulement is not allowed, nations must respect a refugees

well-being and should allow them access to court, primary education, the right to work, ID

cards, health services, etc. Nations are encouraged to allow refugees to have the same

social and economic rights as citizens.

Issues with the Geneva convention

Although the 1951 United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees has

paved the way for an increased quality of life for refugees, the protocol is seen to be

outdated and not fit for the world’s current refugee crisis, not being designed for today’s

mass migration and refugee outflows.

Regarding both pro-refugee and anti-refugee perspectives, the protocol has issues

which adhere to both sides. For example, it doesn’t require any right of assistance on

refugees until they reach a signatory country (disregarded internally displaced refugees). It

also doesn’t obligate countries not to persecute or expel their citizens, or to guarantee a safe

return if they do so. Priority is given to refugees those present (based on their mobility),

rather than those in greater need. The convention doesn’t focus on any political, financial,

economic or social impact caused by large amounts of refugees on the receiving countries.
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Furtherly, it doesn’t impose a mechanism for preventing mass outflows, maximising

effectiveness and for splitting refugees between countries.

The previously stated issues with the convention, along with several others cause

many issues, specifically in Western countries for refugees.

Further issues refugees face

Some governments don’t prioritise the rights of refugees, as they see them as being

a ‘burden’ to their economies. After settling down in a new country, there are further issues

which refugees face, such as financial issues, troubles with finding housing, transportation,

further resources, as well as employment. With many of these issues, there is little to no

governmental support to aid the refugees, and they largely receive help solely from NGOs.

There’s a range of legal and practical barriers which prevent refugees from receiving

the basic rights to work, and to properly integrate into their new states economy and society.

They often face issues such as wage theft, harassment and other workplace abuses, with no

protocols set in place to prevent such conflicts. There are also many issues when it comes to

reunifying families, with a small amount of action done to ensure that a family of refugees

stay together and/or find each other.

When it comes to refugee rights, there are a lot of other flaws, such as when it comes

to internally displaced people, those who were soldiers, and those with a criminal

background. There is also not a lot of focus on refugee situations in LEDC’s.

Major Parties Involved

UNHCR - The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees is the world's leading

international organisation which works in the field of refugees. The organisation works with

128 countries and aims to provide assistance and protection to refugees worldwide.
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ICRC - The International Committee of the Red Cross encourages the compliance of

countries with the Geneva conventions and International Law, as well as protects refugees

and those victim of regional conflicts

Asylum Access -  Asylum Access is an organisation which advocates on the behalf of

refugees to have a legal identity and status, and for them to recurve their basic human rights

Refugees International - Refugees International is a NGO which works to secure basic

human rights for refugees. They also conduct field visits to determine further needs for

refugees, and have improved the quality of life for thousands of refugees in states such as

Turkey

Timeline of Events

1950 Creation of UNHCR - The UNHCR was created in 1950 to help Europeans who fled

and/or lost their homes in WWII, with the plan to be disbanded after 3 years

1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees - After WWII, 26 states were

represented at a conference in Geneva that aimed to give refugees the same rights to

welfare, courts, education and housing as normal citizens.

1953 UNHCR cancels disbandment - The UNHCR was supposed to only be in place from

1950-1953, however they chose to keep going and are currently the leading organisation in

regards to refugee rights.
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1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees - In 1967 an amendment was made to

the Geneva convention that changed the requirements of being a refugee to also allow those

who are fleeing life-threatening situations worldwide, rather than limiting it to pre-1951

European conflicts.

Possible Solutions

A simple starting point for this issue, would be to redefine the requirements for those

who wish to seek refugee status to encompass the world's current refugee crisis. This would

allow for many people who are facing danger and conflict to legally be allowed to seek

asylum in different countries.

Another solution would be to create a system to identify which people need help the

most, which could be done by looking at groups of refugees and their needs, rather than

individual ones.

There could also be action taken towards obliging all countries to further aid refugees

when they have been displaced, helping them find long-term housing, employment, etc.

Which would be done to ensure proper integration into society.
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